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VISIT PARTS.ISUZU.COM.AU/FIND-A-DEALER FOR YOUR CLOSEST DEALERSHIP!
Real Deals on Genuine Parts inside

Prices published are recommended selling prices, include GST and are effective 1st April 2019 until 30th June 2019 or while stocks last. Images are for illustrative purposes only. All parts advertised herein 
have been included in good faith and on the basis that those parts will be available at participating Isuzu Dealerships at the time of publication. Isuzu and participating Dealers reserve the right to correct 
any errors made in parts listed and/or the pricing published.

All pictures are for illustrative purposes only.  
Actual product may vary due to product enhancement.
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SERVICE AGREEMENTS

GENUINE PARTS ISUZU TRUCKS  
2 IN 1 HI VIS VEST

Available in size M, L, XL,  
2XL and 3XL.

$43.50 
92957014 - 92957018

Please enquire with your local dealer on sizing and availability.

ISUZU BLACK  
OTTOMAN CAP

$12.00
92957951

KID'S RED  
BEANIE

$16.00
92957590

MEN'S FLEECE HOODIE 
(BLACK/GREY)

Available in size S, M, L,  
XL, 2XL and 3XL.

$56.50
92957813 - 92957818

WOMEN'S FLEECE HOODIE 
(RED/CHARCOAL)

Available in size 8, 10, 12, 
14, 16 and 18.

$56.50
92957819 - 92957824

MEN'S BLACK  
SOFTSHELL JACKET

Available in size S, M, L, XL,  
2XL, 3XL and 5XL.

$62.00
92957825 - 92957831

WOMEN'S BLACK  
SOFTSHELL JACKET

Available in size 8, 10, 12,  
14, 16 and 18.

$62.00
92957832 - 92957837

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!



WHY USE GENUINE PARTS?

HEADLIGHT PROTECTORS

BVP WHEEL BEARINGS  
& GENUINE HUB SEALS

INDUSTRIAL ENGINES

Item Description Application Price

92956090 PKG, Headlight protectors, Pair All NH models, FH FRR, 
FRD, FSR, FSD $84.00

92956379 PKG, Head lamp protector FH FTR, FV*, all FX and FY 
models $105.00

Guard against stone damage to your headlights with a set 
of Isuzu Headlight Protectors. Excellent durability with 
simple clip on fitment.

Product type Item Description Application Price

BVP Wheel 
Bearings

5876101390 Outer RR Axle NN*/NP*/NQ* 1994 - 2008 $29.00

5876101410 Inner RR Axle NN*/NP*/NQ* 1994 - 2008 $37.00

5876101340 Outer RR Axle NK*/NP*/NQ* 1994 - 2008 $21.00

1876101340 Inner RR Axle NK*/NP*/NQ* 1994 - 2008 $27.50

1876101360 Outer RR Axle CX*/EX*/FT*/FV* 1996 - 2008 
with Isuzu axle $104.00

1876101380 Inner RR Axle CX*/EX*/FT*/FV* 1996 - 2008 
with Isuzu axle $116.00

Product type Item Description Application Price

Hub Seals

8942481171 FRT Hub NKR200 12/93 - 06/05 excl. flat 
low, NPR 12/93 - 06/05 $14.50

8944409040 FRT Hub NPS 12/93 - onwards $19.00

8943363141 Inner RR Hub
NKR200 11/02 - on excl. flat low, 
NPR200/250/300 w/4B series 
engine 12/93 - onwards

$9.00

8943363161 Inner RR Hub

NPR200 12/93 - 06/05 w/4H 
series engine, NPR250/300 
12/93 - 10/02, NPS 12/93 - 
onwards

$9.50

8982029120 Seal; Oil, RR HU

NPR200 12/93 - 06/05 w/4H 
series engine, NPR250/300 
12/93 - 10/02, NPS 12/93 - 
onwards

$12.50

8982029110 Seal; Oil, RR HU
NKR200 11/02 - on excl. flat low, 
NPR200/250/300 w/4B series 
engine 12/93 - onwards

$12.00

Why compromise on quality and safety when repairing your Isuzu? 
Accidents happen. Bring your much loved Isuzu back to its pre accident 
condition by using genuine parts.

The saying “you get what you pay for” is very true with panel parts. 
You can buy non genuine panels at a cheaper price but in some cases, 
the slight saving you make on the panel is more than an offset by the 
extra time taken modifying or altering the panel to make it fit.

Product type Item Description Application Price

Front Corner 
Panels

8974060399 RH front corner panel All N series 10/2007 onwards $181.50

8974060409 LH front corner panel All N series 10/2007 onwards $181.50

8974075094 RH front corner panel FRR/FSR 10/2007 onwards $181.50

8974099014 LH front corner panel FRR/FSR 10/2007 onwards $181.50

8974099024 RH front corner panel FT*/FV* 10/2007 onwards exc. FTS $181.50

8974082464 LH front corner panel FT*/FV* 10/2007 onwards exc. FTS $181.50

Product type Item Application Price

Front 
Bumpers

8974056355 NN*/NP*/NQ* excluding foglamps 10/07 - current $431.50

8974056285 NN*/NP*/NQ* with foglamps 10/07 - current $431.50

8974258390 FR*/FS* 10/07 - current $642.00

8974099031 FX* 10/07 - current, FY* 12/12 - current $658.00

Part Number Description Price

2CA1AZP01PU20 PU 9.8kW [13HP] at 3600RPM $6,462.50

3CA1AZP01PU20 PU 16.3kW [21HP] at 3600RPM $6,875.00

3CB1CZP01PU20 PU 18.7kW [25HP] at 3200RPM $7,012.50

Small industrial  
power units.
Ideal for small irrigation and agricultural installations.  
Skid mounted, radiator cooled, fitted with air filtration, fuel 
filtration, horizontal exhaust system and throttle control. 

LIMITED STOCK AVAILABLE.

As part of Isuzu's scheduled maintenance guidelines, it is 
recommended that wheel bearings should be inspected/
adjusted periodically (refer to your owner’s manual /service 
book for more information). Wheel bearings wear out for a 
few reasons and you should be aware of the tell-tale signs 
that may lead to bearing failure. 

Some common symptoms of premature wheel bearing wear 
or failure could be:

• uneven tyre wear

• one wheel may feel hotter when compared to the others

• vibrations and wheel lock

These could all be signs that something might be  
amiss with your wheel bearings. 
The causes of these symptoms could be:

• the lubrication of the bearings is inadequate 

• contaminated lubrication i.e. water/dust/dirt 

• wheel bearing adjustment not being at the   
   manufacturer’s settings 

If wheel bearings are not maintained in line with 
recommended intervals premature bearing failure  
may be experienced.



Please visit www.isuzu.com.au/care-support/warranties for the terms and conditions for service and parts warranty.

VISIT PARTS.ISUZU.COM.AU/FIND-A-DEALER FOR YOUR CLOSEST DEALERSHIP!

*Work must be carried out by an authorized Isuzu Trucks Dealer or Authorised Service & Parts Outlet.  
Our goods come with guarantees that cannot be excluded under the Australian Consumer Law.  
You are entitled to a replacement or refund for a major failure and compensation for any other 
reasonably foreseeable loss or damage. You are also entitled to have the goods repaired or replaced  
if the goods fail to be of acceptable quality and the failure does not amount to a major failure.
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SERVICE AGREEMENTS

GENUINE PARTS

Make stress free servicing a priority.
Managing a fleet, or running your own trucking business, can be stressful enough as it is. There is nothing more 
crucial than maintaining a healthy fleet, so we’ve created a ‘stress free’ service in Isuzu Priority. Knowing that 
the lifeblood of your business is under control, and in the best hands, provides true peace of mind and allows 
you to spend more time doing what you do best, which is building and growing your business.

Isuzu Priority service agreement offers a range of vehicle services dependent upon your needs and the needs 
of your vehicle. Complete a few quick pieces of information about the make, model and age of your vehicle and 
you can get a quote for your nearest Isuzu dealership.

ISUZU PRIORITY ONE takes the stress out of servicing your 
largest investment, your truck.

ISUZU PRIORITY HERITAGE provides the owners of older Isuzu 
models the same high level of service by Isuzu Technicians that a 
new truck owner enjoys.

ISUZU PRIORITY TOTAL offers you even more on top of what you 
would receive with Priority One, giving you ultimate peace of 
mind in knowing your truck will always be on the move.

Replace with  
Genuine Isuzu Parts
and we'll replace the 
original warranty*.




